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ABSTRACT
This study describes a method of measuring the pixelwise S/P ratio using a calibrated digital camera and applying these S/P ratios to calculate mesopic luminance values. An example of using the developed method is presented. Further improvements for the method are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Currently, a commonly used method for measuring the luminances of a visual environment is imaging luminance photometry. In imaging luminance photometry, a digital camera is utilized to measure luminances by interpreting the pixel red–green–blue (R, G, B) values as absolute luminances. In order to do this, the digital camera system is calibrated in terms of luminance and vignetting (Anaokar and Moeck 2005; Goldman and Chen 2005; Hiscocks 2013; Inanici 2006; Kim and Pollefeys 2008; Kurkela et al. 2017).

The human retina consists of cone cells used for accurate day and color vision and rod cells applied for dark vision. Day vision is also called “photopic vision,” and dark vision is called “scotopic vision.” The sensitivity peaks for photopic and scotopic visions are 555 nm and 507 nm, respectively (CIE 1990; Crawford 1949). Thus, scotopic vision is more sensitive to shorter wavelength (bluish) light, and photopic vision is more sensitive to longer wavelength (reddish) light. However, in the luminance range of 0.005–5.0 cd/m², partly scotopic and partly photopic vision applies (CIE 2010). This region is known as the “mesopic region,” and the vision for this region is mesopic vision. In the CIE 191 system for mesopic photometry, the mesopic sensitivity curve is calculated as follows:

\[ M(m)V_{mes}(\lambda) = mV(\lambda) + (1 - m)V'(\lambda) \]  

\[ L_{mes} = \frac{683}{V_{mes}(\lambda)_{0}} \int V_{mes}(\lambda)L_e(\lambda)d\lambda \]

where \( m \) is the adaptation coefficient; \( M(m) \) is a function that normalizes \( V_{mes}(\lambda) \) to a maximum value of 1; \( V_{mes}(\lambda)_{0} \) is the value of \( V_{mes}(\lambda) \) at 555 nm; \( L_{mes} \) is the mesopic luminance; \( L_e(\lambda) \) is the spectral radiance (W/m²sr); when \( L_{mes} \geq 5 \text{ cd/m²} \), \( m = 1 \); when \( L_{mes} \leq 0.005 \text{ cd/m²} \), \( m = 0 \); The mesopic luminance, \( L_{mes} \), and the coefficient, \( m \), are calculated iteratively:

\[ m_0 = 0.5, \]

\[ L_{mes,m} = \frac{m_{(n-1)}L_p + (1 - m_{(n-1)})L_s V'(\lambda_0)}{m_{(n-1)} + (1 - m_{(n-1)}) V'(\lambda_0)} , \]

\[ m_n = a + b \log_{10}\left(\frac{L_{mes,n}}{L_0}\right) \]

for \( 0 \leq m_n \leq 1 \),

where \( L_p \) is the photopic luminance; \( L_s \) is the scotopic luminance; \( L_0 \) is 1 cd/m²; and \( V'(\lambda_0) = \frac{683}{1700} \) is the...
value of the scotopic spectral luminosity function when $\lambda_0 = 555 \text{ nm}$; $a = 0.7670$; $b = 0.3334$; and $n$ is the step of iteration (CIE 2010).

Mesopic photometry could be applied for more accurate measurement and optimized lighting design (Ylinen et al. 2011a). However, applying mesopic photometry is complicated. As mesopic photometry depends on the current state of retinal adaptation, and the adaptation luminance needs to be solved (Cengiz et al. 2015, 2016; Maksimainen et al. 2016; Uchida and Ohno 2016a, 2016b). Furthermore, mesopic luminances depend on the spectral characteristics of the light and the surface reflecting the light (Bodrogi et al. 2015; He et al. 1998). Hence, a generalized model to apply mesopic photometry is very difficult to construct.

The S/P ratio is the ratio between radiation’s scotopic and photopic spectral power distributions, and it can be calculated as follows:

$$ S/P = \frac{1700}{683} \int_{380}^{760} \Phi_{e,\lambda} V'(\lambda) d\lambda - \int_{380}^{760} \Phi_{e,\lambda} V(\lambda) d\lambda $$

where $\Phi_{e,\lambda}$ is the radiant power in watts for a certain wavelength, $V'(\lambda)$ is the scotopic luminous efficiency curve, and $V(\lambda)$ is the photopic luminous efficiency curve.

Currently, only the S/P ratio of the light source is considered in mesopic photometry. However, the reflecting surfaces of the visual environment are often not neutral in terms of color. Thus, the colors of the surfaces influence the spectrum of the reflected light. Pavement stones and asphalt aggregate have different tones (Herold 2007; Preciado and Manzano 2017; Ylinen et al. 2011b). Obviously, the colors of the surrounding area also vary, from the painted surfaces of buildings to the colors of the vegetation.

Adaptation is a phenomenon where the retina adjusts to the amount of light in the visual environment (Moon and Spencer 1943, 1945). Adaptation mechanisms are disputed. In this study, adaptation is considered to be a local phenomenon on the retina (Cengiz et al. 2016b; Cleland and Enroth-Cugell 1968; Kastner and Baccus 2014; Meylan et al. 2007; Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984; Vangorp et al. 2015). Hence, we take a pixelwise approach to the adaptation luminance and mesopic luminance calculation. We do not try to estimate one global adaptation luminance value. Instead, we consider the Gaussian filtered local luminance of each pixel as its adaptation luminance.

One of the essential application areas for mesopic photometry is road lighting. International standards and recommendations regulate the road lighting design (European Committee for Standardization 2015; IES 2014). In the European CEN/TR 13201:2015 road lighting standard, only photopic luminance is considered. The ANSI/IES RP-8-14-recommended practice for roadway lighting mentions mesopic photometry. However, it only recommends the use of a simplified implementation for mesopic photometry, and only for off-road areas. Furthermore, the mesopic multiplier depends on the photopic adaptation luminance. Without a pragmatic solution to resolve the photopic adaptation luminance and the S/P ratio, the implementation of mesopic photometry will remain limited.

In this study, we introduce a pragmatic approach of imaging mesopic luminance photometry. The S/P ratios, adaptation luminances, and mesopic luminances are calculated for each pixel. A method for measuring the S/P ratios using a digital camera is introduced. Lastly, an example of using the imaging mesopic luminance photometry system is presented and the system’s application areas are discussed.

2. Methods

As the imaging mesopic luminance photometer, we used a Nikon D800E camera with a Nikkor AF-S 14-24-mm f/2.8G ED objective. The camera had been calibrated in terms of luminance, vignetting, and geometric distortion (Kurkela et al. 2017). The Nikkor lens was locked to 14 mm, and the aperture and ISO sensitivity were f/5.6 and 100, respectively.

We developed a method to characterize the photometer sensor for an estimation of scotopic luminances. Eight different (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) light emitting diode (LED) spectral reflections were measured from a Gigahertz-Optik ODM98 diffuse optical reflection surface with a Konica Minolta CS-2000 spectroradiometer. The diffused 12-channel LED panel was mounted directly above and in a parallel plane with the
diffuse surface. The selection of LEDs in the panel consisted of neutral and cold white LEDs and 10 different narrowband LEDs, with dominant wavelengths of 453, 472, 497, 506, 527, 587, 596, 623, 636, and 662 nm. Simultaneously, the reflecting surface was captured with the Nikon D800E camera as illustrated in Fig. 1. The simultaneous measurements were captured from different directions. To ensure that the measurement direction had a tolerable effect, the spectra were measured using the spectroradiometer from directions $-20^\circ$, $0^\circ$, and $20^\circ$. The relative difference of the spectra was 0.09% on average, which can be considered tolerable in terms of this study. The results can be found in Appendix A. To minimize the effect of vignetting, reflective surface was in the optical center of the image. Equation (4) was used to calculate the reference S/P ratios from the spectra measured with the spectroradiometer. Figure 2 illustrates the collection of spectra. The backgrounds for each spectrum are the linear images of the reflective surface captured using the Nikon D800E. The linear tagged image file (TIFF) images were converted from the raw Nikon Electronic Format (NEF) images applying the dcraw decoding program (DCRaw 2017). For this application, using linear images is a necessity. Each RGB value must be convertible into a luminance value linearly.

The S/P ratio was estimated from the captured luminance images. For the photopic factor, (5) was utilized (Hiscocks 2013). Scotopic factors were

![Fig. 1. Method of capturing the spectra from the reflective surface using a Nikon D800E DSLR camera.](image1)

![Fig. 2. (A)–(H) Eight normalized spectra visualized. The background of each spectrum is the linear image captured from the reflective surface.](image2)
derived summing the 1-nm bands of scotopic sensitivity curve within R, G, and B channels following the sRGB standard (International Electrotechnical Commission 1999). Hence, the normalized scotopic coefficients were 0.0070, 0.5190, and 0.4740 for R, G, and B respectively (6).

\[
N_p = 0.2162R + 0.7152G + 0.0722B \quad (5)
\]

\[
N_s = 0.0070R + 0.5190G + 0.4740B \quad (6)
\]

In order to calculate mesopic luminances, the state of retinal adaptation needs to be known. In high-dynamic-range imaging, the human visual system is approximated for tone reproduction by using a combination of a local pixel value and a global average or by calculating a local average with Gaussian or bilateral filtering (Reinhard et al. 2010). We applied the Gaussian filtering with kernel sizes of 25 and 251 to obtain the approximated adaptation luminances for each pixel. We also calculated the per pixel mesopic luminances without any filtering for the adaptation luminance.

The final procedure from measurement to estimated mesopic luminance image was as follows: capturing the raw image with imaging luminance photometer; applying DCRaw to obtain linear images in a TIFF format; applying the vignetting correction to the image; applying (5) to convert the R, G, and B values into absolute photopic luminances for each pixel; applying (6) to convert the R, G, and B values into absolute scotopic luminances for each pixel; calculating the S/P ratio for each pixel; Gaussian filtering the matrix of S/P ratios with the kernel size of 5 to reduce noise; approximating the adaptation luminances applying the table of photopic luminances, the table of photopic luminances that was Gaussian filtered with the kernel size of 25, and the table of photopic luminances that was Gaussian filtered with the kernel size of 251 for comparison; and calculating the state of adaptation for each pixel with (1), (2), and (3) using the Gaussian filtered matrix of adaptation luminances as the photopic luminances in the equation; calculating the pixel-wise mesopic luminances with one iteration round of (3), using the state of adaptation obtained in the previous phase as the state of adaptation. The mesopic luminance calculation was performed applying a Python program. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure.

Here we present an example process for a single pixel. In 16-bit linear TIFF, the pixel has R, G, and B values of 5206, 3568, and 1798, respectively. This RGB value converted into an absolute luminance value with (5) is 3807.1864, and multiplying this value by a calibration factor (0.000333135) results in an absolute photopic luminance value of 1.268 cd/m². Calculating the scotopic luminance from the same pixel with (6) results in a relative scotopic luminance value of 2740.4860 and, thus, we can calculate the S/P ratio (4) for that pixel (1700 * 2740.4860)/(683 * 3807.1864) \approx 1.792. After applying Gaussian filtering with a kernel size of 5 to reduce noise in the table of all per pixel S/P ratios, the S/P ratio for this pixel obtained the value 1.838. Moreover, applying Gaussian filtering with a kernel size of 25 for the matrix of photopic luminances, we obtained an adaptation luminance value of 1.319 cd/m² for the pixel. Applying (1), (2), and (3)
for six iteration rounds recursively to the adaptation luminance, we obtain an \( m(n) \) value of 0.8168. Finally, doing one more recursion of (3) with an \( m(n) \) value 0.8168 from the adaptation luminance but for the measured photopic luminance value, we obtain a mesopic luminance value of 1.356 cd/m².

3. Results

Table 1 presents the reference S/P ratios measured and calculated with the spectrophotometer in comparison with the S/P ratios estimated using the camera.

As an experimental case, we used a road section in Munkkiniemenranta, Helsinki. This example demonstrates the principle of the measurement concept. The street was illuminated with LED luminaires (AEC Illuminazione SRL LIN-1B-ST-075 LED-in 1B ST 4.5–63), whose S/P ratio, measured in a laboratory using a spectroradiometer (Konica Minolta CS-2000), was 1.42. We captured a luminance image in a way similar to that used for road lighting measurements. For a calculation area, we chose the section of the road surface illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 illustrates the measured street, the false-colored photopic luminance image, the false-colored mesopic luminance image (S/P ratio from laboratory measurement), and the false-colored mesopic luminance image (S/P ratio derived pixelwise with the estimation method).

With only visual assessment on the pseudocolored luminance images, differences appear to be nonexistent. However, the average luminances for the areas of analysis were 1.28 (1.2812), 1.44 (1.4355), and 1.58 (1.5768) cd/m² for the photopic measurement, the mesopic measurement with a fixed S/P ratio of the luminaire (1.42), and the mesopic measurement with pixelwise S/P ratio (average 1.805), respectively. Hence, compared to photopic luminances, the average mesopic luminances were 12.0% higher with the fixed S/P ratio and 23.1% higher with the pixelwise S/P ratio. The Gaussian filter used in the table of adaptation luminances had no effect on the mean values calculated from the area of measurement.

4. Discussion

With the iterated values for scotopic conversion, the S/P ratios of the tested set of spectral power distributions were solved with an average relative difference of 41%. The S/P ratios measured with the spectrophotometer were 1.99, 1.12, 4.11, 1.41, 1.85, 2.02, 2.04, and 0.54, and the respective S/P ratios measured with the camera were 2.38, 1.55, 3.22, 1.90, 2.19, 2.14, 1.94, and 1.07. The spectral power distribution cannot be presented using only three channels without losing information. Hence, the accuracy of this simplified measurement system will be limited. In the illustrative example case, the measurement system performed very well in terms of S/P ratio measurement. The S/P ratio measured from the street surface in the field with the camera was 1.41 and the S/P ratio measured in the laboratory for the same type of luminaire was 1.81. However, on the road surface, the color of the asphalt has an effect on the S/P ratio. This effect is always missing when calculating mesopic luminances using only the S/P ratio of the light itself. In this study, the mesopic luminances were calculated three times using three different tables of adaptation luminances. The first table was the calculated photopic luminances of the measurement, the second table was the photopic luminances filtered applying a Gaussian filter with a kernel size of 25, and the third table

### Table 1. S/P ratios measured with a Konica Minolta CS-2000 and Nikon D800E and the relative difference between these two ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectrum</th>
<th>S/P ratio with the CS-2000</th>
<th>S/P ratio with the Nikon D800E</th>
<th>Relative difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was the photopic luminances filtered applying a Gaussian filter with a kernel size of 251. The Gaussian filtering of the adaptation luminances had no measurable effect on the calculated mean mesopic luminance in the area of measurement.

We encourage experimenting with this concept of imaging S/P measurement and imaging mesopic luminance photometry. The accuracy of the measurement system could possibly be improved if a larger set of sampled spectra were used, and both the photopic and scotopic conversion coefficients were empirically characterized for the measurement system. Moreover, it would be more meaningful to reproduce the measurement system using a camera that can capture an image with better wavelength resolution than only R, G, and B channels. These kinds of cameras are called “hyperspectral cameras” or “imaging spectrographs,” and they can measure the spectrum in, for example, 10-nm wavelength bands (Goetz et al. 1985; Gowen et al. 2007; Monteiro et al. 2007). Similar implementation of hyperspectral photometry may also be possible with consumer digital cameras (Lebourgeois et al. 2008; Solli et al. 2005b, 2005a). The spatial resolution of an imaging spectrograph is smaller than the spatial resolution of a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera such as the Nikon D800E used in this study. However, it might be beneficial to sacrifice some spatial resolution to gain some spectral resolution when creating an imaging mesopic luminance photometer.

The second improvement to the measurement system would be to implement the cone and rod cell distribution functions pixelwise to the image. Thus, we could calculate the mesopic luminances in the right proportions and only to the retinal area where rod and cone cells coexist (Cursio et al. 1990; Osterberg 1935; Watson 2014). To implement the photoreceptor density functions correctly, the current fixation point must be predicted (Cengiz et al. 2013; Winter et al. 2016a, 2016b).

5. Conclusion

In this study, we present a concept of imaging S/P ratio and mesopic luminance measurement. Furthermore, we presented that approachable imaging mesopic luminance meters are able to be developed and the pixelwise computations are feasible. It is debatable as to whether it would be better to use the S/P ratio of the light source that does not take the color of the surface into account or the pixelwise S/P ratio of the reflected light estimated with the digital camera sensor response figures. However, the effect of chromaticity in the visual environment can only be measured with imaging photometry. Hence, the measurement concept presented in this study can be the best compromise for certain applications.

The mechanisms of adaptation remain as the primary difficulty in the mesopic luminance calculation process. The adaptation luminance of the peripheral

Fig. 4. (Top left) The measured street, (top right) the false-colored photopic luminance values, (bottom left) the false-colored mesopic luminance values calculated with the luminaire manufacturer’s S/P ratio, and (bottom left) the false-colored mesopic luminance values calculated with the pixelwise S/P ratios. The red rectangle encompasses the area of analysis.
vision is especially difficult to determine. Moreover, within a constantly changing visual environment, the latencies related to simultaneously occurring mechanical, chemical, and neurological luminance adaptations affect the adaptation luminance. The measurement system presented in this study is applicable if adaptation is considered mainly local and instantaneous. Once we learn more about peripheral adaptation, optimized filtering can be applied to each pixel within a certain solid angle and location in the visual field.
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Appendix A

The spectra of cool white and warm white LEDs measured with a Konica Minolta CS-2000 spectroradiometer from angles −20°, 0°, and 20°. The target was a diffuse Gigahertz-Optik ODM98 diffuse optical reflection surface (Figs. A1 and A2).

Fig. A1. Power [W/(sr*m²)] as a function of wavelength (nm), cool white LED.

Fig. A2. Power [W/(sr*m²)] as a function of wavelength (nm), warm white LED.